INTRODUCTION

Virtual reality training (VRT) can be used to challenge sitting balance and upper extremity reaching movements during stroke rehabilitation.[1] A common compensatory movement strategy observed in stroke patients when they reach for objects at or past arm length is increased forward trunk displacement. However, the extent to which trunk forward displacement compensates for upper extremity reaching movements during VRT is unclear.[2] The objectives of this cross-sectional observational study are to determine how much trunk compensation occurs in young and older healthy adults and stroke survivors during VRT, and to compare the degree of trunk compensation in two levels of the same game, across the different groups.

Evaluation of trunk compensation during VRT will guide rehabilitation professionals in their choice of games to achieve their treatment goals for their stroke patients.

METHODS

Participants
Participants included 2 healthy young adults (2 females), 2 healthy older adults (1 female) and 1 stroke patient (1 female).

Upper extremity function in the stroke patient was documented using the arm section of the Chedoke-McMaster Assessment Test.

Experimental Procedure
Reflective markers were attached to the shoulder, elbow, index finger and wrist of both arms, to the trunk and forehead of each subject. Subjects sat on a wheel chair with feet supported by a stable force platform. The Jintonix setup (TV, Kinect, computer) was placed across each subject and the distance was adjusted to ensure adequate detection of movements during the games. A Vicon motion capture system consisting of seven cameras was used to track the markers while each subject performed three VRT games, each at two levels of difficulty in restrained and unrestrained conditions.

Data Analysis
Data collected on the ranges of anterior-posterior trunk movement and hand endpoint were analyzed. Displacement during one reach was defined as the range of movement in the y-plane compared to the maximum range of movement during calibration. Arm trunk coordination for each subject was reported as a ratio of the range of hand endpoint displacement to the range of trunk displacement. The degree of trunk compensation in each subject was analyzed by comparing trunk forward displacement in restrained and unrestrained conditions.

RESULTS

DISCUSSION

The presence of trunk compensation was defined by two factors: a significant difference between trunk forward displacements in restrained and unrestrained conditions and a very high trunk forward displacement in the unrestrained condition (ratio close to 1). Only one healthy subject fulfilled both requirements; thereby indicating the presence of trunk compensation (YAE during Right Fish Hard).

Left Fish Frenzy was used for comparison across groups. Trunk compensation was not indicated in any healthy participant but trunk forward displacement was highest in young adults. In the stroke patient, trunk displacement in the unrestrained condition was not high enough to ascertain the presence of trunk compensation. This patient was in recovery and her impaired arm was fairly functional (as determined by the arm assessment test). However during the hard version, the stroke participant used more trunk displacement in the restrained condition. This observation might support previous evidence that trunk compensatory strategies might be detrimental to recovery because they might decrease motivation to carry out reaching without recruiting the trunk [2].

CONCLUSION

The findings from this study suggest that the game Fish Frenzy does not cause significant trunk forward displacements to compensate for arm reaching movements. However harder versions of the game trigger more trunk displacement compared to easier versions. Further testing is required to analyze and establish the degree of trunk compensation in this game.
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